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Abstract

The scarcity of large-scale palmprint databases poses a
significant bottleneck to advancements in contactless palm-
print recognition. To address this, researchers have turned
to synthetic data generation. While Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs) have been widely used, they suffer from
instability and mode collapse. Recently, diffusion proba-
bilistic models have emerged as a promising alternative, of-
fering stable training and better distribution coverage. This
paper introduces a novel palmprint generation method us-
ing diffusion probabilistic models, develops an end-to-end
framework for synthesizing multiple palm identities, and
validates the realism and utility of the generated palmprints.
Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of our
approach in generating palmprint images which enhance
contactless palmprint recognition performance across sev-
eral test databases utilizing challenging cross-database and
time-separated evaluation protocols.

1. Introduction
Interest in contactless palmprint recognition has surged

in recent years due to its high discriminability, ease of use,
and lower privacy concerns compared to other biometric
modalities. As a result, palmprint recognition deployments
have grown in number, including those by major companies
such as Amazon, Armatura, Fujitsu and Tencent [8]. Deep
learning-based recognition pipelines have become the main-
stream technology in recent studies on contactless palm-
print recognition [42, 12, 39, 38, 53, 9, 47, 46, 49, 35, 13].
However, a significant bottleneck in the research and appli-
cation of deep learning-based palmprint recognition lies in
the scarcity of large-scale palmprint datasets due to privacy
concerns over the collection of palmprint images, such as
those shown in Figure 1.

To address this challenge, researchers have turned to-
ward synthetic data generation to augment the limited
amount of publicly available palmprint datasets. For exam-
ple, BézierPalm [52] uses parameterized Bézier curves to
simulate pseudo-palmprints and use them to pretrain recog-

Figure 1. Example contactless palmprint region of interest (ROI)
images from existing palmprint databases: (a) KTU [3], (b) IITD
v1 [25, 26], (c) MSU PalmDB [13], and (d) CASIA Multispec-
tral (CASIA MS) [15, 16]. ROIs are extracted at a resolution of
224x224 using the ROI extraction algorithm proposed in [13].

nition models. By adjusting the control points of Bézier
curves according to geometric rules, BézierPalm can gen-
erate numerous new identities without requiring massive
training data, contrasting with Generative Adversarial Net-
work (GAN) approaches that do require extensive training
datasets for good performance. Nonetheless, many GAN-
based approaches for contactless palmprint generation have
been proposed [32, 4, 40, 22]. Specifically, Minaee et al.
build on a DC-GAN architecture, and Chowdhury et al.
employ a StyleGAN architecture for palmprint generation.
Building on the previous work on Bézier curves, Shen et
al. and Jin et al. further enhance the realism of Bézier-
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generated palmprints using GAN methods.
Despite the success of adversarial training mechanisms

that enable GANs to generate highly realistic images, they
suffer from two key problems. First, the training process
can be unstable, requiring careful setting of hyperparame-
ters. Second, there is the issue of mode collapse, where the
generator produces only a limited range of output samples
and fails to capture the full distribution of the training data.

Recently, diffusion probabilistic models [18, 33] have
emerged as state-of-the-art deep generative methods for
image synthesis, effectively addressing the limitations of
GANs. Research indicates that these models produce im-
ages of higher quality and greater stability [6]. Unlike
GAN-based methods, diffusion probabilistic models pro-
gressively add fixed noise to training images, transforming
them into Gaussian noise, and then focus solely on optimiz-
ing a denoising procedure to restore the degraded samples to
their original form. This approach results in a stable train-
ing objective, leading to better distribution coverage and a
reduced risk of mode collapse [18].

In this paper, we propose a diffusion probabilistic model-
based end-to-end contactless palmprint synthesis approach.
Our main contributions are as follows:

1. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to
introduce DDPMs for palmprint generation.

2. We develop an end-to-end framework for contactless
palmprint generation that synthesizes novel palm iden-
tities with multiple images per identity.

3. We validate the realism and utility of the proposed syn-
thetic palmprint images through several experiments,
demonstrating their effectiveness in improving con-
tactless palmprint recognition performance.

4. Upon publication, we plan to release a large-scale syn-
thetic palmprint database consisting of 12,000 unique
palm identities with 20 images per palm.

2. Related Work
Synthetic palmprint generation can be broadly classified

into two methodologies: (i) knowledge-driven and (ii) data-
driven or learning-based methods. In this section, we briefly
introduce both methods and provide a review of Denoising
Diffusion Probabilistic Models (DDPMs).

2.1. Previous Palmprint Generation Methods

Synthetic contactless palmprint generation methods uti-
lizing knowledge-driven processes began with Zhao et
al. [52], who proposed synthesizing palmprints by manip-
ulating palmar creases. They introduced an intuitive and
simple geometric model to create palm images, represent-
ing palmar creases with parameterized Bézier curves. The

identity of each synthesized sample is controlled by the pa-
rameters of these curves, such as the number of curves, po-
sitions of endpoints, and control points. This method can
generate a vast number of samples with diverse identities,
enabling large-scale pretraining on synthetic data. Mod-
els pretrained on this synthetic data demonstrated promising
generalization ability and could be efficiently transferred to
real datasets. However, the generated palm creases exhib-
ited limited realism compared to actual palmprint images,
prompting researchers to explore deep learning-based ap-
proaches for higher visual similarity to real images.

Shen et al. built upon the ideas of Bézier palm crease
generation by introducing a second stage in the genera-
tion process, translating the generated creases into realistic
palmprint images using a GAN-based method. Taking it a
step further, Jin et al. introduced an intermediate stage to
preprocess the Bézier curves with a higher degree of real-
ism before applying realistic palmprint textures via GANs.
This preprocessing stage connected the main principal lines
and added smaller, realistic lines present in natural palm-
print images. Besides extending the Bézier curve approach,
other GAN-based methods have been proposed, such as ex-
tensions of DC-GAN by Minaee et al. and StyleGAN by
Jin et al. for generating novel synthetic palmprint images.
Despite the success achieved by these methods, the realism
and utility of the generated palmprint images can be further
improved by the more recent generation approach of Dif-
fusion Probabilistic Models (DDPMs), which is the main
focus of this paper.

2.2. Denoising Diffusion Probabilistic Models

Since the surge of interest in 2020, DDPMs [18, 33]
have achieved remarkable success across various domains,
including natural language processing [48], image genera-
tion [34], and multi-modal modeling [2]. Recently, DDPMs
have also been applied in the biometrics community for
generating synthetic face [23, 20], fingerprint [28, 14], and
iris [27] images.

The DDPM generation process comprises two stages: a
forward process that progressively perturbs data with ad-
ditive noise towards a simple prior distribution, and a re-
verse process that gradually denoises the samples using a
trainable deep neural network. During inference, a ran-
dom noise vector is sampled from the prior distribution
and transformed into a natural-looking image through the
reverse denoising process. This progressive approach al-
lows DDPMs to measure the likelihood directly and ensures
much more stable training.

In this paper, we propose an end-to-end approach for
contactless palmprint synthesis, designed to directly gener-
ate the palm crease structure with realistic intra-class varia-
tion, learned through the DDPM process.



Figure 2. Overview of GenPalm architecture. GenPalm is able to replicate the diversity in color and textures present in its training corpus,
demonstrated in the example outputs of the ID-ControlNet module.

3. Proposed Method

An overview of the proposed DDPM-based palmprint
generation method, GenPalm, is presented in Figure 2. Our
approach follows a two-stage process. In the first stage, di-
verse, novel palm identities are generated using a finetuned
Stable Diffusion model [34]. In the second stage, multi-
ple images per palm are rendered by a finetuned Control-
Net [51] model with identity preservation. Specific details
regarding both stages are provided in the following subsec-
tions. This two-stage approach enables GenPalm to gen-
erate multiple images per palm identity with varying style
characteristics.

3.1. Stage One: Palmprint Identitiy Generation

Step one of our generation pipeline consists of a Stable
Diffusion model finetuned for contactless palmprint gen-
eration from the pretrained Stable Diffusion v1.5 weights
made available from the open-source Diffusers library [44].
The forward process of the model is fixed, with no train-
able parameters, and gradually adds Gaussian noise to the
training palmprint images, transforming the data distribu-
tion into the standard Gaussian distribution. The reverse
process, controlled by a learnable U-Net type architecture,
converts noised samples from the standard Gaussian distri-
bution into synthetic palmprint images through a step-by-
step denoising process using the typical mean squared error
objective employed by DDPMs. To synthesize palmprint
images during inference, we feed in a text prompt of “a high
quality palmprint ROI image” along with a randomly sam-
pled noise vector for each uniquely generated palm identity.

For training the stage one diffusion model, we con-
structed a dataset consisting of palmprint images and as-
sociated text prompt labels utilizing the following template:

“a {quality} palmprint ROI image”, where the quality labels
for each image were obtained from a pretrained Palm-ID
model [13], which utilized the the L2 norm of the embed-
dings as a quality measure. The training set details are given
in Table 1, which consisted of 7,873 unique palm identities
and 165,927 total palmprint images. We extract the ROIs
at a resolution of 512x512 from each palmprint image us-
ing the ROI extraction proposed in [13]. For fine-tuning
Stable Diffusion on our text to palmprint image dataset, we
utilize the low-rank adaptation (LoRA) strategy for more ef-
ficient training with a rank of 128 [19]. The LoRA weights
are finetuned with a learning rate of 0.0001, cosine sched-
uler [30], default Adam optimizer [24], and batch size of 96
spread across 8 Nvidia A100 GPUs. The model is trained
for 88,000 steps and trained on palmprint ROI images of a
resolution of 512× 512 pixels.

3.2. Stage Two: Identity Preserving ControlNet

Several techniques have been proposed to maintain iden-
tity and personalize diffusion models. For instance, meth-
ods like Textual Inversion [11] and DreamBooth [37] re-
quire additional fine-tuning of networks to grasp new con-
cepts tied to specific tokens. On the other hand, approaches
like IP-Adapter [45] and PhotoMaker [29] utilize image
embedding inputs to generate consistent identities across
multiple subjects without the need for fine-tuning during
inference. Both IP-Adapter and PhotoMaker integrate the
identity of input reference images into the diffusion pro-
cess through cross-attention layers, guiding the model to
produce identity-consistent generations.

In contrast, methods like ControlNet aim to achieve pre-
cise spatial control over generation by directly introducing
extra input in the image space. This strategy, successful
in face [20] and fingerprint [14] domains, provides detailed



Table 1. Summary of contactless palmprint databases used in this study. Training and test splits are disjoint.

Training Databases

Name # Unique Palms # Images Capture Device Time-separated Collection

MSU PalmDB [13]1 4,185 91,376 Samsung Galaxy S22 Yes (13 mos.)
CASIA Multispectral [15, 16] 200 7,200 Custom Sensor No
Tongji [50] 600 12,000 Custom Sensor Yes (2 mos.)
11K Hands [1] 376 5,396 n.a. No
Proprietary Database 2,128 45,424 n.a. No
SMPD [21] 91 1,610 DSLR Camera No
COEP [5] 146 1,169 DSLR Camera No
KTU [3] 147 1,752 Flatbed Scanner No

Total 7,873 165,927 - -

Test Databases

Name # unique palms # images Capture Device Time-Separated collection

MSU CPDB-2-3 [13] 258 10,031 Samsung Galaxy S22 Yes (7 mos.)
MSU APDB-2-3 [13] 406 15,424 Samsung Galaxy S22 Yes (7 mos.)
CASIA Palmprint [41] 620 5,502 Custom Sensor No
IITD v1 [25, 26] 460 2,601 n.a. No
NTU Controlled [31] 655 2,478 DSLR Camera No

Total 2,399 36,036 - -
1 Excluding MSU CPDB2-3 and MSU APDB-2-3.

control during image synthesis. Given that palmprint identi-
ties are primarily defined by the structural features of promi-
nent line creases due to palm folding and genetic charac-
teristics, we propose leveraging a control image compris-
ing palm crease lines for identity preservation in diffusion-
based palmprint generation. The distinctiveness of palm-
print identities lies in the consistent silhouettes of line pat-
terns across various acquisition and sensor types. Our so-
lution, ID-ControlNet, adapts the ControlNet framework by
integrating a line extraction module into the identity preser-
vation process. This module, based on image processing
techniques, extracts the palm crease pattern from the in-
put control image, removing sensor-specific and stylistic at-
tributes. To extract the lines, the input palmprint images
are first smoothed with a Gaussian blur with kernel size of
5, binarized using an adaptive thresholding algorithm, and
post-processed with a morphological closing operation. An
example input palmprint image and its extracted line image
are shown in Figure 2.

An additional input to the ID-ControlNet model is the
text embedding prompt to further refine the generated im-
ages’ quality, ensuring that ID-ControlNet produces var-
ied textural characteristics while preserving the input palm-
print crease pattern. Given the diversity in color and tex-
tures within our training database, ID-ControlNet is able to
replicate those various intra-class variations in its generated
outputs. The ID-ControlNet model weights are finetuned
with a learning rate of 0.0001, cosine scheduler [30], default
Adam optimizer [24], and batch size of 16 spread across 8

Nvidia A100 GPUs. The model is trained for 1,700 steps
at a resolution of 512 × 512 pixels starting from the pre-
trained LoRA weights of the Stable Diffusion model from
stage 1. Example rendered images of five different synthet-
ically generated palmprint identities with five images per
identity are shown in Figure 3 to demonstrate the realism
and useful intra-class and inter-class separation of GenPalm
generated images.

Lastly, to enhance the realism and utility of GenPalm-
generated images, we incorporate perspective geometric
distortions into the generation process. These distortions
are derived from images in real palmprint datasets corre-
sponding to the same palm. We achieve this by calculat-
ing perspective transformations between genuine pairs in
our real training dataset. This involves extracting Oriented
FAST and Rotated BRIEF (ORB) keypoints [36] and using
the RANSAC [10] algorithm to match corresponding key-
points. From these matched keypoints, we compile a dictio-
nary of homographic transformation parameters, which are
sampled randomly during GenPalm’s palmprint generation
process. These homographic transformations are then ap-
plied to the ControlNet input during the second stage of the
generation process.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first assess the realism of GenPalm-
generated images in comparison to actual contactless palm-
print images. Subsequently, we gauge the effectiveness of



Figure 3. Example GenPalm-generated images of five different synthetic identities with five images per identity. GenPalm is able to
generate highly realistic palmprint ROIs with useful intra-class and inter-class separation, including various color and texture variations.

synthetic images for training palmprint recognition models.
This evaluation includes both training solely on synthetic
images and augmenting real palmprint datasets with syn-
thetic identities.

4.1. Realism of Synthetic Palms

To validate the realism of GenPalm-generated images
we first compute similarity score distributions using a per-
trained Palm-ID model [13] to compare the score distribu-

tions between GenPalm-generated images and real palm-
print images from the NTU-CP-v1 dataset. These score
distributions are shown in Figure 4 which shows high simi-
larity between the genuine and imposter distributions; how-
ever, the imposter and genuine score distributions for Gen-
Palm are slightly more overlapped due to the larger intra-
class variations present in GenPalm-generated images.

Next, to further show the realism of GenPalm-generated
images, we take 10 example real palm identities from the



Figure 4. Pretrained Palm-ID [13] similarity score distributions for
the real NTU-CP-v1 palmprint database and corresponding sized
GenPalm-generated database. Due to the larger intra-class vari-
ations present in GenPalm images, the imposter scores and gen-
uine score distributions are slightly more overlapped than the real
dataset.

test set of MSU PalmDB APDB-2-3 dataset and use the sec-
ond stage of our GenPalm architecture to generate synthetic
images of each identity. Then, we extract Palm-ID embed-
dings from approximately 20 real images of each ID and 20
synthetic images of each identity and plot them in the t-SNE
[43] embedding space to show the overlap between corre-
sponding real and synthetic images. The closeness between
synthetic and real images of the same identity in Figure 5
further validates the realism of GenPalm-generated images.

4.2. Utility for Recognition Model Training

In this section, we present the experimental results of our
proposed diffusion probabilistic model-based approach for
contactless palmprint recognition. We compare the perfor-
mance of models trained with different training data con-
figurations, including real palmprint images and GenPalm-
generated synthetic palmprint images.

We train both ResNet50 [17] and ViT small [7] architec-
tures for a cross-model analysis. The real training dataset
details are given in Table 1 and consists of roughly 8,000
identities and 166,000 images (approximately 20 images
per identity). For the experiments we randomly sample in-
tervals of 1,000, 4,000, and 8,000 identities to analyze the
performance as the number of real and synthetic training
identities increases. For these experiments, we generated
up to 12,000 unique synthetic identities with 20 images per
identity using GenPalm. All recognition models are trained
on two Nvidia RTX A6000 TI GPUs, with a total batch size
of 512, Adam [24] optimizer, polynomial learning rate de-
cay schedule, weight decay of 2e−5, and trained for a max
of 200 epochs. An intial learning rate of 0.001 and 0.0001

Figure 5. T-SNE embeddings of real palmprint images and Gen-
Palm synthetic images of the same 10 identities (denoted by differ-
ent colors). The proximity of real (denoted by dots) and synthetic
(denoted by stars) embeddings corresponding to the same identity
(i.e., color) validates both the realism and identity preservation of
GenPalm-generated images.

were used for ResNet50 and ViT, respectively.
Table 2 presents the performance comparison of mod-

els with various training data configurations, reporting True
Acceptance Rate (TAR) at a False Acceptance Rate (FAR)
of 0.01%. The models are evaluated on different palm-
print databases, namely CASIA, NTU-CP-v1, APDB2-3,
and CPDB2-3 (dataset statistics are given in Table 1). The
results demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed ap-
proach in synthesizing palmprint images and improving
recognition performance. In some cases, such as IITD,
NTU-CP-v1, and APDB-2-3, training on 12,000 GenPalm
synthetic palmprint identities performs on par with training
on 4,000 real palmprint identities. Overall, the best per-
formance is achieved with a combination of 8,000 real and
12,000 synthetic palm identities. A visual representation of
the performance comparison is provided in Figure 6.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we employed state-of-the-art diffusion
model-based synthesis methods to develop GenPalm, a
two-stage contactless palmprint generation approach. This
method not only enhances the realism of the generated im-
ages but also increases their diversity, leveraging the abil-
ity of DDPMs to more effectively capture the full train-
ing distribution compared to previous GAN-based methods.
To validate the realism of GenPalm-generated images, we
compared the similarity score distributions of a pretrained
palmprint recognition model with those of a real palmprint



Table 2. Performance comparison of palmprint recognition models with different training data configurations of real and GenPalm-
generated synthetic palmprint images. Results reported in TAR (%) at FAR=0.01%.

Model Train Data Description CASIA IITD NTU-CP-v1 APDB2-3 CPDB2-3 Average

ResNet50 1k real IDs 96.32 92.94 81.76 70.82 41.12 76.99

ResNet50 4k real IDs 97.46 96.22 88.12 83.03 48.81 82.73

ResNet50 8k real IDs 98.36 98.51 93.7 90.11 61.58 88.05

ResNet50 4K GenPalm IDs 81.61 92.83 74.64 71.37 12.62 66.61

ResNet50 8K GenPalm IDs 82.7 95.23 78.73 85.89 21.17 72.74

ResNet50 12K GenPalm IDs 87.18 95.76 85.23 84.07 15.51 73.55

ResNet50 8K real IDs + 4K GenPalm IDs 99.02 99.79 98.4 93.85 86.2 95.05

ResNet50 8K real IDs + 8K GenPalm IDs 99.03 99.89 97.45 94.18 80.99 94.71

ResNet50 8K real IDs + 12K GenPalm IDs 98.89 99.87 98.35 94.65 84.59 95.67

ViT Small 8K real IDs 96.51 96.07 90.25 87.11 63.29 86.25

ViT Small 12K GenPalm IDs 90.99 96.36 85.77 88.35 40.1 80.71

ViT Small 8K real IDs + 12K GenPalm IDs 98.36 98.44 95.38 90.88 72.72 91.16

Figure 6. Performance comparison of palmprint recognition models with different training data configurations of real and GenPalm-
generated synthetic palmprint images on five different test sets. Results reported in TAR (%) at FAR=0.01%.

database. Additionally, we showcased the closeness be-
tween GenPalm-generated images and real images of cor-
responding palmprint identities in the t-SNE embedding
space of a pretrained palmprint recognition model. Cru-
cially, we demonstrated the utility of GenPalm synthetic im-
ages in improving the performance of palmprint recognition
models. The findings of this study, along with the large-

scale synthetic database we will release publicly, will signif-
icantly address the scarcity of publicly available contactless
palmprint datasets and help advance the field of contactless
palmprint recognition.
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